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2,658,379 

PORTABLE BRCK WALL 

Frank Richard Allen, Roxbury, Mass. 
Application March 3, 1947, Serial No. 732,069 

(C. 72-36) 1 Claim. 

This invention relates to building wall con 
structions and more particularly to a building 
wall which is made up of pre-constructed sections 
of large dimension and adapted to be locked to 
gether to provide a complete Wall. 

It is an object of the present invention to pro 
vide a unit wall section having a brick facing 
and a cement backing which is of simple Con 
struction, which are easy to match With. One an 
other for providing the final wall assembly, and 
which are adequately reinforced and connected 
together by reinforcing pipes which extend verti 
cally through the sections and adapted to be con 
nected together by elements extended part Way 
into them from both the bottom and the top. 

It is another object of the present invention to 
provide in a section wall formed of bricks, and 
cement, reinforcing elements, which serve aS 
means to which brackets can be attached and 
embedded in the cement and extended laterally 
from the face of the wall thereof so as to sup 
port an angle iron for a floor Without having to 
provide a cutout portion in the section with 
which to make the connection with the floor. 

It is another object of the present invention to 
provide in fastening devices for connecting the 
wall sections vertical elements adapted to extend 
through pipe and be connected together so that 
the wall will be tied continuously by elements 
extending from the bottom section to the top 
section and whereby to provide a continuous verti 
cal reinforcing structure for a wall in its entirety. 

For other objects and for a better understand 
ing of the invention, reference may be had to 
the following detailed description taken in con 
nection with the accompanying drawing, in 
Which: 

Fig. 1 is a front faced view of a building Wall 
section and looking upon the bricks thereof. 

Fig. 2 is a top plan view of the invention shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Fig. 3 is a bottom plan view of the section shown 
in Fig. 1. 

Figs, 4 and 5 are respectively vertical sectional 
views taken on lines 4-4 and 5-5 of Fig. 1 and 
looking in the direction of the arrows thereof. 

Fig. 6 is a front face view of an assembled Wall 
at the location where two sections have been con 
nected together and where plates are Secured to 
the front and rear faces of the Wall to receive 
the cement for finally fixing the sections together. 

Fig. 7 is an enlarged cross-sectional view taken 
on line T-7 of Fig. 6 and looking in the direc 
tion of the arrows thereof and upon the threaded 
sleeve adapted to receive the attaching bolts for 
securing the form plates to the Wall. 
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Fig. 8 is a fragmentary top plan view looking 

down upon the sections in assembled condition 
as shown in Fig. 6 with the plates on the front 
and rear faces of the sections and looking into 
the Space to receive the connecting cement. 

Fig. 9 is a vertical cross-sectional view taken 
at the connection of the sections to one another 
and as viewed on line 9-9 of Fig. 6 and looking 
in the direction of the arrows thereof. 

Fig. 10 is an enlarged fragmentary view of a 
Wall showing the manner in which the vertically 
extending pipe reinforcing members are connect 
ed together vertically as the sections are stacked 
One upon another. 

Fig. 11 is a similar view to Fig. 10 showing how 
the pipes at the rear of the wall are connected 
together as the sections are extended upwardly 
One above the other. 

Fig. 12 is a perspective view of the Z member 
which is disposed at the bottom of the section, 
there being two such members for each section, 
and the top ends being adapted to have the rein 
forcing pipe connected or welded to it. 

Referring now to the figures, f 5 represents one 
section. Each section comprises a front layer 
of bricks mortared together and as indicated at 
f6. At the edge of the section alternate bricks 
extend out of the side of the section to receive 
in the space between them the brick layers of 
the other section which is brought next to it. 
These bricks which are extended are indicated 
at one side at 1 and at the other side at 8. 
In rear of the brick section f6 is a concrete sec 
tion 9 through which there are extended front 
reinforcing pipes 2 and rear reinforcing pipes 
22. There are more of these rear reinforcing 
pipes 22 and each of such pipes carries laterally 
extending bracket members 23 embedded in the 
concrete and extending out of the rear face so 
as to receive an angle bar 24 on which floor girders 
25 can be readily rested. 
At the bottom of the section 5, the concrete 

9 is rearwardly, offset as indicated at 26. This 
concrete formation 26 will rest in an opening or 
recess at the rear of the section as indicated at 
27, whereby the wall sections will overlap one 
another at top and bottom locations. 
The front reinforcing pipes 2 extend down 

Wardly and are welded to a transverse portion 28 
of a Z-shaped supporting member 29. The pipe 
Will extend into a hole 30 and is welded to the 
Same. The Z-member drops down and has a 
bottom laterally and rearwardly extending por 
tions 31, Fig. 12. This portion 31 will extend 
under the bottom of the formation 26 to support 
the same and serve as a rest when the section 
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is united with a bottom section. The thickness of 
the Z-member along these laterally extending 
portions 28 and 3 is such that no added thickness 
will be given to the mortar between the Sections. 
They will serve as vertical spaces as the sections 
are being assembled onto the soft mortar. In 
order that the Z-members 29 can be adequately 
secured into the concrete there are provided a 
plurality of projections 33 about which the con 
crete will be extended. 
The plates 23 are welded at their inner ends 

to the pipe 22. Also there is secured to the pipe 
below the plate 23 a bracket brace member 34. 

In securing the sections together one section 
is placed on top of the other. The front pipe 2 
of a top section is extended down over a rod or 
connecting unit 37 and connected to a preceding 
rod by a square threaded projection 38 fitted into 
a square threaded hole in the upper end of the 
preceding connecting rod. The preceding rod 
will extend half the distance up into the Section 
and the following rod will fill the remainder of 
the pipe and will extend in turn up about half the 
distance for the connection of another Section. 
These rods can be inserted by a special tool fitted 
into a bayonet slotted formation 39 on the upper 
end of the rod. The rods can be extended into 
the pipes after the sections have been assembled 
by the use of such a tool which will extend down 
into the pipe and have connection with the slotted 
formation 39. 
The rear pipes 22 also have rods extended into 

them. There rods are indicated at 4f and are 
slightly differently formed. Such rods have pro 
jections 42 on their leading ends adapted to be 
seated into recesses 43 in the upper ends of the 
rods. Each recess has bayonet slots 44 with 
which connection can be made with a tool for 
the purpose of properly locating the rods within 
the pipes. 

Referring now particularly to Figures 6, 7, 8 
and 9, the connecting ends are shown established 
together to receive the connecting concrete. 
Within the sections there are located respective 
ly internally threaded sleeves 47 and 48. These 
sleeves are embedded in the cement material and 
are located at vertically spaced locations within 
each of the sections. To these internally threaded 
sleeves 47 and 48 there are respectively connected 
plates 5 and 52 by bolts 53 and 54, Fig. 7. These 
plates are placed on the wall temporarily and be 
fore the connecting concrete is poured from the 
top of the sections and into a space 55 shown in 
Fig. 8. After the connecting cement has hard 
ened the plates 5 and 52 are removed. A solid 
building wall will have been formed. 
While various changes can be made in the 

detailed construction it shall be understood that 
such changes shall be within the spirit and Scope 
of the present invention as defined by the ap 
pended claim. 

I claim: 
A preformed building wall faced section Com 

prising a front brick portion and a rear concrete 
portion on the rear of the brick portion said 
brick portion having at the opposite sides of the 
section the ends of the alternate bricks extend 
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A. 
ing outwardly of the sides of the brick portion 
with the alternate bricks spaced from One another 
So that when the sides of two sections are placed 
in contacting relation with each other the Out 
wardly extending alternate spaced bricks of one 
of the Sections will extend between the outward 
ly extending alternate spaced bricks of the other 
Sections, the bottom of the concrete portion hav 
ing a depending portion integral therewith with 
the lower longitudinal edge of the depending por 
tion depending below the lower longitudinal edge 
of the brick portion and offset therefrom, a recess 
in the top longitudinal edge of the concrete por 
tion in alignment with the depending portion and 
of Substantially the same cross-section so that a 
depending portion of another section can be dis 
posed in the recess on the top of said first sec 
tion during the construction of the wall with the 
brick portions of the sections in the same ver 
tical plane, reinforcing pipes extending through 
Out the height of the concrete portions with cer 
tain of Said pipes in the depending portion and 
other pipes within the concrete portion extending 
along the recess, and a Z-shaped reinforcing 
member spanning the concrete portion and the 
brick portion and being secured to the concrete 
portion and the last named pipes so that a por 
tion of said member engages the lower longitu 
dinal end of the depending portion, another por 
tion of the reinforcing member engages the face 
of the depending portion offset from the front 
brick portion and a third portion of the reinforc 
ing member contacts the remaining portion of the 
lower longitudinal edge of the concrete portion 
and the lower longitudinal edge of the brick por 
tion. So that said latter portion will engage the 
upper longitudinal edge of a section on which the 
first Section is positioned to form a support for 
Said first section during the building of the wall 
construction. 

FRANKRICHARD ALLEN. 
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